Abstract. We define canonical subshift of finite type cover for Williams' 1-dimensional generalized solenoids, and use resulting invariants to distinguish some closely related solenoids.
1. Introduction R. F. Williams has developed a theory of expanding attractors for a dynamical system ( [14, 15, 16] ). These can be modeled as shift maps of generalized n-solenoids which are defined as inverse limits of immersions of n-dimensional branched manifolds satisfying certain axioms.
In this paper, we produce canonical shift of finite type (SFT) covers of Williams' 1-solenoids in the following sense: Let X be a 1-solenoid, f a shift map on X, and O a union of finitely many periodic orbits of f . We give an algorithm which takes the input {X, f , O} and produces as output a mixing SFT Σ O with shift map σ O and a semiconjugacy p O : Σ O → X (that is, p O is a continuous surjection and p O •σ O = f •p O ). Then we prove that if there is a conjugacy φ of 1-solenoids (X, f ) and (X ′ , f ′ ) such that φ sends O to O ′ , then there is a unique conjugacyφ such that φ • p O = p O ′ •φ. These covers can be exploited to give nontrivial computable invariants distinguishing closely related solenoid maps.
To our knowledge, we are giving the first construction of canonical SFT covers for a class of nonzero dimensional systems. The canonicalness requires the dependence on O, and perhaps this is why it was not noticed earlier. However, there have been other works ( [1, 11] ) achieving some specialness or invariant for SFT covers of some systems, and there were earlier constructions of canonical covers for some systems. Krieger ([8] ) gave canonical SFT covers of sofic systems (which are zero dimensional), and Fried ( [4, 7] ) more generally offered canonical coordinate (CC) covers of finitely presented (FP) systems. These covers are built from sets of possible pasts and futures. The Krieger-Fried covers make the step from FP to CC. The 1-solenoids are already CC, and the covers we produce are SFTs. We raise the question, can our relatively simple one-dimensional construction be generalized in some inductive way to produce canonical symbolic dynamics for higher dimensional generalized solenoids?
Apart from the matter of canonical symbolic dynamics, we mention renewed interest in Williams' systems and related systems on account of connections with ordered group invariants ( [3, 12, 18] ) and substitutions and tilings ( [2, 6] ).
We study the 1-solenoids as purely topological systems. For this we give some defining topological axioms closely related to Williams' axioms. A 1-solenoid of Williams becomes one of our 1-solenoids by ignoring the differentiable structure. Conversely, every topologically defined 1-solenoid can be given a differentiable structure which makes it a 1-solenoid in the sense of Williams. However, the essential aspects of the situation are not differentiable but topological, and to clarify this we give the purely topological development.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2, following Williams ( [14, 15] ) rather closely, we give axioms for our systems and prove some basic facts about them. We also recall the construction of an SFT cover from a graph presentation. In section 3, we recall Williams' definition of shift equivalence and show that every topological conjugacy of branched 1-solenoids is induced by a shift equivalence of their graph presentations. (A 'branched' solenoid is a solenoid derived from a presentation which need not satisfy Williams' Flattening Axiom, so this is a slight generalization of Williams' work.) We also establish a key observation: If the shift equivalence is given by graph maps (maps sending vertices to vertices), then the conjugacy lifts uniquely to a conjugacy of the SFT covers derived from the graph presentations. In section 4, given O, we give a graph algorithm for a new graphical presentation (X O , f O ) of the solenoid system. One consequence of this construction is that every 1-solenoid with a fixed point has an elementary presentation in the sense of Williams, so this extends Williams' classification result ( [15, §7] ) to all 1-solenoids with fixed points. In Section 5, we use the previous results to produce the canonical SFT covers, and use them to distinguish the pair of systems considered by Williams and Ustinov ( [13, 15] ) by computing Bowen-Franks groups of certain attached canonical SFT covers. In Appendix A, we show that our canonical SFT covers are not canonical as one-sided SFTs, despite the one-sided aspects of the construction. In Appendix B, we show that our topological 1-solenoids can be given a differentiable structure making them differentiable immersions in the sense of Williams.
Markov maps and their SFT covers
In the style of Williams ( [14, 15] ), we will define several axioms which might be satisfied by a continuous self-map of a directed graph. Let X be a directed graph with vertex set V and edge set E, and f : X → X a continuous map. Axioms 0-3 and 5 correspond to Williams' Axioms 0-2, 3
• , and 4 in [15] . (2) We can define (without derivatives) an arclength from the assumed metric d as follows. Suppose γ : [0, 1] → X where γ is continuous and locally oneone. Let t 1 , . . . , t n−1 be all elements of (0, 1) which γ maps to vertices of X. Define the length of γ as
With this definition, we can say that the Expansion Axiom means that there exists a metric compatible with the topology of X such that there are constants C > 0 and λ > 1 such that f n increases arclength by a factor of at least Cλ n (this was one formulation of Williams [14, 15] , except that his arclength tacitly was defined as usual with derivatives). Also, if we define a path metric d ′ by setting d ′ (x, y) to be the length of the shortest path from x to y, then d ′ is another metric compatible with the topology and still satisfies the Expansion Axiom.
Standing Assumption. In this paper, we always assume that (X, f ) satisfies Axioms 0 and 1.
For a given directed graph X with a continuous map f : X → X, let X be the inverse limit space
and f : X → X the induced homeomorphism defined by
Let Y be a topological space and g : Y → Y a homeomorphism. We call Y a 1-dimensional generalized solenoid or 1-solenoid and g a solenoid map if there exist a directed graph X and a graph map f : X → X such that (X, f ) satisfies all six Axioms and (X, f ) is topologically conjugate to (Y, g). We say that (X, f ) is a presentation of (Y, g). If (X, f ) satisfies all Axioms except possibly the Flattening Axiom, then we call Y a branched solenoid.
Remarks 2.2. (1) Williams defined an n-dimensional generalized solenoid X and a solenoid map f as the inverse limit of a system (X, f ) satisfying Axioms 0-3 where X is a differentiable n-dimensional branched manifold and f : X → X is an immersion ([14, 15, 16] ). We generalize his systems in the topological category for the 1-dimensional case. As a topological system, every 1-solenoid of Williams is a 1-solenoid by our topological definition. We will see the relation between Williams' definition and the topological definition in Appendix B. (2) The Nonfolding Axiom is the topological condition we use in place of the differentiable immersion condition. (3) If (X, f ) satisfies Axioms 0-4, then there is a presentation (X ′ , f ′ ) satisfying Axioms 0-5 such that (X, f ) is topologically conjugate to (X ′ , f ′ ) ([14, Proposition 3.5]). Williams proved [14, 3.5] assuming the immersion condition, but his proof goes through with our Axioms 0-4.
Then (X, f ) satisfies all six Axioms, and (X, g) satisfies all Axioms except the Nonfolding Axiom. For (X, g), g
2 is not locally one-to-one at exp(
Notation 2.4. Suppose that (X, f ) satisfies the Nonfolding Axiom and the Markov Axiom, E = {e 1 , . . . , e n } is the edge set of X with a given direction, and k is a positive integer. For each edge e i ∈ E, we can give e i the partition {I
is injective, and
cannot be e ∓1 i,j . (2) If (X, f ) satisfies all six axioms, then there is a positive integer m such that, for every vertex v of X and every integer k ≥ m, there exist at most two edges e v,k,1 and e v,k,2 such that, for every I ∈ {I
Definition 2.6. Suppose that (X, f ) is a presentation of a branched solenoid, that is, (X, f ) satisfies all Axioms except possibly the Flattening Axiom, and E is the edge set of X. Then each edge e i ∈ E has the partition {I (1) i,j } for f , and we can define an induced mapf :
where e
We callf the substitution rule or the wrapping rule associated to f . Examples 2.7. Let (X, f ) and (X, g) be given in Examples 2.3. Thenf ,g : E X → E * X are given bỹ f : e 1 → e 1 e 2 , e 2 → e 1 e 2 , andg : e 1 → e 1 e 2 , e 2 → e −1 2 e −1
1 . To establish some notation, we give Figure 1 to represent the presentations (X, f ) and (X, g) with the wrapping rulesf andg, respectively.
Similarly, if (Y, h) is given by Figure 2 , then the wrapping ruleh :
Note that the two vertices q, r of Y have h-period 2. If U q and U r are sufficiently small neighborhoods of q and r, respectively, then h 2 (U q ) and h(U r ) are intervals. So (Y, h) satisfies the Flattening Axiom. 
i,j(i,lm) ). Proof. Since V is a finite set and f (V) ⊂ V, every vertex of X is eventually periodic, and there is a positive integer l 1 such that f l1 (v) = f l1m (v) for every v ∈ V and every positive integer m.
If e i is an edge of X beginning at v, and {I
Since E is a finite set and f l1 (v) is a fixed point of f l1 , there is a positive integer l 2 such that, for every positive integer m, if e j has partitions {I
). This shows that f l1l2 (I
) for every positive integer m. By the same argument, we can choose a positive integer l ′ for
). Let ℓ i be the least common multiple of l 1 l 2 and l ′ for each edge e i , and l the least common multiple of these ℓ i 's. Then we have f
i,j(i,lm) ) for every positive integer m.
Lemma 2.9. Suppose that (X, f ) satisfies Axioms 3, 4 and 5. Then there exist a positive integer l and ǫ > 0 such that, for all x, y ∈ X, f
Proof. For convenience, we will take the metric d on X so that d(x, y) is the length of the shortest path between x and y, as explained in Remarks 2.1. Let l be the integer given in Lemma 2.8. So each edge e i has the partition {I i,j has length larger than 2ǫ 1 
, w is the terminal point of e i , and
. Then choose ǫ such that 0 < ǫ < ǫ 1 and for every x in the compact set n,j(n,l) . For brevity, let's assume a ∈ I i,1 and b ∈ I n,1 . Then by the condition (ii),
where c and λ are the expansion constants.
Then by induction using (ii) and (iii), we have for 0 < s (2) , let k be the smallest positive integer such that [f kl (a), f kl (b)] contains a vertex. It follows from the Nonfolding Axiom that . A homeomorphism h on a metric space Y is expansive if there is an ǫ > 0 such that, for all x = y ∈ Y , there is an integer n such that
For a solenoid X presented by (X, f ), define a metricd on X bȳ
where x = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . ), y = (y 0 , y 1 , . . . ) ∈ X, and d is a metric on X compatible with the topology of X such that f : X → X is an expansion with respect to d as in Remarks 2.1.(2).
Proposition 2.11. If (X, f ) satisfies Axioms 3, 4 and 5, then f : X → X is expansive.
Proof. For a pair of points x = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . ) = y = (y 0 , y 1 , . . . ) ∈ X, there is a nonnegative integer N such that x n = y n for all n ≥ N . Let l and ǫ > 0 be given in Lemma 2.9. Then
and this proves that f : X → X is expansive.
Example 2.12. We need the Nonfolding Axiom in Proposition 2.11. For f, g : S 1 → S 1 in Examples 2.3, it follows from Proposition 2.11 that f is expansive. For g with given ǫ > 0 and
2 |k| ǫ for every integer k, and g is not expansive.
SFT covers. We will review the standard construction of a shift of finite type (SFT) cover for 1-dimensional branched solenoids.
Suppose that (X, f ) is a presentation of a branched solenoid, and E = {e 1 , . . . , e n } is the edge set of X. Let {I i,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ j(i)} be the partition of E for f , andf : E → E * the wrapping rule associated to f given bỹ
The adjacency matrix M of (E,f ) is given by
We may view M as the adjacency matrix of a directed graph whose vertex set is E and whose edge set is A = {I i,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ j(i)}, the partition of E for f , where outgoing edges from the 'vertex' e i are named I i,1 , . . . , I i,j(i) . Now we can give (X, f ) a two-sided SFT cover (Σ X , σ X ) defined from the alphabet A and the adjacency matrix M X . The shift space Σ X is the subset of A Z whose forbidden blocks are
} from the formula (1). Therefore Σ X is a 1-step subshift of finite type, and a word
is allowed in Σ X if and only if l j=0 f −j (I a(j) ) has nonempty interior.
For each point w = · · · I a(−1) I a(0) I a(1) · · · ∈ Σ X and the canonical projection map onto the zeroth coordinate π : X → X, there is a unique corresponding point
Hence there is a well-defined semiconjugacy p : (1) p : Σ X → X is finite-to-one. We remark that the proof of [15, 1.6] still works in our topological setting. Then for all I i,j , I k,l ∈ A, I k,l ⊂ f m (I i,j ) for some positive integer m, and we have the following proposition.
Examples 2.16. Let (X, f ) and (Y, h) be as in Example 2.7. Recall thatf :
The SFT covers of (X, f ) and (Y , h) are given by the following matrices
Example 2.17. We need the Flattening Axiom in Lemma 2.14 and Proposition 2.15. Let Z be a wedge product of two circles a and b, and g : Z → Z given by a → aa and b → bb. Then (Z, g) does not satisfy the Flattening Axiom, and the
Shift equivalence
We define shift equivalence of directed graphs with graph maps, and show that conjugacy of branched solenoids is equivalent to shift equivalence of their presentations and that certain conjugacies of solenoids lift uniquely to conjugacies of associated SFT covers. 
If (X, f ) and (Y, g) are shift equivalent with lag m by continuous maps r : X → Y and s : Y → X, then define induced maps r : X → Y and s : Y → X by
We can easily check that r and s are topological conjugacies of f and g such that s • r = Id on X and r • s = Id on Y . 
prove the Lemma. 
Remark 3.5. Williams ([15, §3]) proved the Ladder Lemma under the hypotheses that f and g are nonwandering expansions which are immersions of differentiable branched 1-manifolds and satisfy the Flattening Axiom. Our assumptions are weaker than his conditions as we don't need the Flattening Axiom, but the ideas of the proof are essentially those given by Williams. The additional complication of our setting is addressed in Lemma 2.9.
Let X i and Y i be the ith coordinate spaces of X and Y , respectively, and π i the projection map from the branched solenoids onto their ith coordinate spaces.
Lemma 3.6. There is a positive integer n such that, for a,
Proof. By Lemma 2.9, we can choose ǫ > 0 and l ∈ N such that, for all x, y ∈ Y , if g l (x) = g l (y), then there exists a nonnegative integer K such that
Choose a nonnegative integer k and δ > 0 such that, for a = (a 0 , a 1 , . . .
and if
Therefore we have that
, and equivalently
Proof of Ladder Lemma. Let n be as in Lemma 3.6. Define
n+k . Then r k is well-defined by our choice of n. Now show that r k = r 0 for every positive integer k.
To show the continuity of r = r 0 , let δ > 0 and ǫ > 0 be as in Lemma 3.6, and choose δ ′ > 0 such that if a n , b n are elements in X with d(a n , b n ) < δ ′ , then there exist a, b ∈ X with π n (a) = a n and π n (b) = b n such that d(a, b) < δ. Then we have
and r : X → Y is continuous. That φ(x 0 , . . . , x n , x n+1 , . . . ) = (r(x n ), r(x n+1 ), . . . ) is trivial by the construction of r : X → Y .
The proof of the following proposition is easy from the Ladder Lemma. So we omit the proof. Let (Σ X , σ X ) and (Σ Y , σ Y ) be the SFT covers of (X, f ) and (Y , g) defined by (E X ,f ) and (E Y ,g), respectively, as in §2. Proof. We will define a sliding block code φ r : Σ X → Σ Y induced by r, and show that φ r is the required conjugacyr.
Let E X and E Y denote the edge sets of X and Y , respectively, A X = {I i,j } and A Y = {J k,l } the alphabets of (Σ X , σ X ) and (Σ Y , σ Y ), respectively, and p X : Σ X → X and p Y : Σ Y → Y the semiconjugacies. Then I i,j is a subset of e i ∈ E X such that
Then by Proposition 2.13, C X and C Y are dense in Σ X and Σ Y , respectively.
Step
is the projection map from the branched solenoids to their ith coordinate spaces.
for some n ≥ 0. Since the shift equivalence maps r and s are graph maps by Lemma 3.3 and s • r = f m , we have
Step 2. Find a block map Φ r :
e,j } be the partition of e = e a(−m) ∈ E X for f k , 1 ≤ k ≤ m + 1. Then each
e,j is contained in a unique
e,j ′ , and we have a unique descending sequence e ⊃ I a(−m) = I
(1)
e,u(k+1) ) = I a(−m+k) ⊂ e a(−m+k) , and x m ∈ I 
Step 3. Define a block map Ψ s :
We define Ψ s from s : Y → X just as we defined Φ r from r in Step 2. For
. Then we have a unique descending sequence
and y i ∈ J 
Therefore ψ s • φ r : C X → C X is the sliding block code with memory m and anticipation m induced by a block map defined by
and ψ s • φ r = Id on C X .
Step 4. Deduce that φ r gives the required conjugacyr.
Because φ r maps C X onto C Y , and these sets are dense in Σ X and Σ Y , it follows that φ r maps Σ X onto Σ Y . Similarly ψ s maps Σ Y onto Σ X . Since the continuous maps Id| ΣX and ψ s • φ r agree on the dense set C X , we have Id| ΣX = ψ s • φ r on Σ X , and so φ r is a conjugacy.
That φ r is a lift of r follows because p Y • φ r = r • p X on the dense set C X . The lifting is unique for it is uniquely determined on the dense set C X .
Remark 3.9. It is necessary to assume the shift equivalence by graph maps. See Examples 4.8 and 5.1.
Graph algorithm
Suppose that (X, f ) is a presentation of a solenoid satisfying all six Axioms. Given a finite subset O of X such that f (O) = O, we will construct a new presentation (X O , f O ) such that (X O , f O ) is topologically conjugate to (X, f ). For this purpose, we will give a graph algorithm which takes the given presentation (X, f ) and O to produce a new presentation (X O , f O ) and shift equivalence maps
We write l i ∈f (l) if l i ∈ P is one of these factors off (l). (We remark that some factors of f (l) may not be paths, becausef (l) need not be locally one-to-one.)
Our first task is to find a minimal set of directed paths P O such that P O is a finite subset of P, X ⊂ l∈PO l,f (l) ∈ P * O for every l ∈ P O , and there exists a positive integer k such that l 1 ∈f k (l 2 ) for all l 1 , l 2 ∈ P O . Let's denote I m as the set of directed paths whose boundary points are contained in f −m (O), and whose interior does not have any point in f −m (O). Since we assumed all six Axioms, there is a positive integer n such that f n (e) ⊇ X for every edge e of X from Lemma 2.14. So each edge e contains at least one point of f −n (O), and I m is a finite set for m ≥ n.
We have the following lemma from the Flattening Axiom.
Lemma 4.2. There exists a positive integer N ≥ n such that the interior of each edge contains at least one point of f −N (O), and for each vertex
, then there exists a path l v ∈ P, unique up to direction, such that for every path I ∈ I N which contains v as an interior point, either
v ∈ P where ±1 denotes the direction, and
, then there exist paths l i , l t ∈ P, unique up to direction, such that if J 1 and J 2 are elements of I N such that v is the terminal point of J 1 and the initial point of
Fix N satisfying the statement of Lemma 4.2. Let I = {I ∈ I N | f N (I) ∈ P}. Then I ∈ I N \I if and only if f N (I) is not locally one-to-one. Each l ∈ P can be represented as a product of I i ∈ I N such that the initial point of I 1 is the initial point of l, the terminal point of I i is the initial point of I i+1 for 1 ≤ i < j(l), and the terminal point of I j(l) is the terminal point of l so that some I i ∈ I, some I j ∈ I N \I, andf
) where I i(k) ∈ I. Therefore each factor off N +i (l) which is a path in X is an element of f i (I) for every l ∈ P and i ≥ 0. Lemma 4.3. Suppose l = f N (I) ∈ P for some I ∈ I. Then every factor off i (l) is an element of f N (I) for every nonnegative integer i.
Proof. Clearly every factor off (i) (l) is an element of f N (I N ). We must check that every factor is locally one to one. First consider the case that the image of I is a subset of an edge of X. Assume that I is represented as a product J 1 · · · J j(I) such that each J j ∈ I N +i , and f (J j ) / ∈ I for some j. Then f (J j ) / ∈ I implies that f N +i (J j ) is not locally one-to-one on the image of J j , and so f N +1 (I) is not locally one-to-one. This contradicts the Nonfolding Axiom as we chose the image of I to be a subset of an edge. So we have f (J j ) ∈ I for 1 ≤ j ≤ j(I). Now suppose that I contains a vertex v of X as an interior point. Let I ′ ∈ I be a subset of an edge. Then there is a positive integer k and a factor J ∈ I N +k of I ′ such that X ⊂ f k (I ′ ) and f k (J) contains v as an interior point. By Lemma 4.2, we have f N (I) = f N +k (J) ±1 ∈ P, and f N +i | I = f N +k+i | J is locally one-to-one as J is a subset of an edge. Therefore factors off i (f N (I)) are elements of f N (I) for all i ≥ 0.
Definition 4.4 (Closed finite path set up to direction). The directed paths which are elements of I come in pairs, where one path in a pair is the other with reversed direction. Make a choice of one path from each pair and let I or be the collection of chosen directed paths. Define
Then P O is a finite subset of P as I is a finite set.
Proposition 4.5. The set P O is the unique, up to the choice of direction, minimal subset of P satisfying the following conditions:f (l) ∈ P * O for every l ∈ P O , and X ⊂ l∈PO l. There exists a positive integer k such that l 1 ∈f
Proof. By Lemma 4.3,f (l) orf (l) −1 is contained in P * O for every l ∈ P O . It remains to check minimality.
Suppose that l = f N (I) for some I ∈ I. Then by Lemma 2.14, there exists a positive integer j ≥ N such that X ⊂ f j (I). If l 1 = f N (I 1 ) such that I 1 ∈ I and the interior of I 1 is contained in an edge e 1 , then there exists a subpath J 1 ⊂ I such that f j (J 1 ) = I ±1 1 , and we have f
1 is a factor off j (f N (I)). Next suppose that l 2 = f N (I 2 ) where I 2 is a path in I such that I 2 contains a vertex v as an interior point. Let I 3 ∈ I be contained in an edge e, and l 3 = f N (I 3 ). Then for some m > 0, v is the image under f m of an interior point of e, and by Lemma 4.2, l ±1 v is a factor off N +m (l 3 ). This proves the minimality of P O , and the uniqueness claim is also clear.
It is clear that X ⊂ l∈PO l, and for all l 1 , l 2 ∈ P O there exists a positive integer k = k(1, 2) such that l ±1 1 is a factor off k (l 2 ). Then the number k can be chosen uniformly because for every I ∈ I such that the image of I is contained in an edge, if l = f N (I), then l ±1 is a factor of f m (l ′ ) for every l ′ ∈ P O and large m. Example 4.8. Let X be a wedge of two circles a, b with a unique vertex p, and f : X → X defined by a → aab and b → ab. So (X, f ) is given by the following diagram, in which p is the vertex of X and {q, r} is a period 2 orbit. 
A
The set of directed paths P defined by the indicated periodic orbit {q, r} is {α, β, γ, δ, ǫ, ζ, α
} where α is the circle A based at q, β is the path from q through p to r, γ is from r through p to q, δ is the circle B based at r, ǫ is the path from q through p to r with reverse direction to B, and ζ is the path from r through p with reverse direction to B to q.
Every edge of X has at least two points of f −1 ({q, r}), and it is not difficult to check that f (I) = {α, β, γ, α −1 , β −1 , γ −1 }. So P {q,r} is {α, β, γ} up to the choice of direction, and the induced wrapping rulef P : P → P * is given by
Hence the new graph X {q,r} defined by {q, r} is the following graph. To compute the graph X O and the map f O , we don't need to find the integer N and I given in Lemma 4.2. If we choose a path l ∈ P, and iteratively applyf to the factors off n (l) which are paths, we will eventually generate a set of paths invariant underf , and this set will contain P O .
Example 4.10. Suppose that (Y, g) is given by Figure 3 , and p is a fixed point of g. Then the set P of directed paths based at p is an infinite set for if we call a 1 the path from p to the branch point in the edge a and a 2 the path from the branch point to p, then the paths
If we choose ℓ as the loop a 1 a 2 based at p, theng(ℓ) = a 1 bdca 2 andg 2 (ℓ) = a 1 bddca 2 a 1 bca 2 a 1 bca 2 a 1 bca 2 .
For e = a 1 bddca 2 and f = a 1 bca 2 ,g : e → ef f f and f → ef . So {e, f } is a closed minimal subset of P, and P {p} = {e, f } by uniqueness. The new graph (Y {p} , g {p} ) defined by {p} is the following graph. 
The new graph Z {p} defined by {p} is a wedge of three circles as in the graph below. 
Proof. We will show that ρ = ρ O is part of a shift equivalence, that is, we will define a continuous map ψ : X → X O and a positive integer m such that 
Therefore the two maps ψ • ρ and f N O send any given edge (considered as a path) in X O to paths which ρ sends to the same concatenation of elements of I. Such a concatenation has a unique lifting under ρ, therefore ψ
Therefore (X O , f O ) is shift equivalent to (X, f ), and ρ O is a topologically conjugacy by Proposition 3.7. Remark 4.14 (Preperiodic sets). If F is a finite subset of X such that f (F ) ⊆ F, then it is not difficult to apply the graph algorithm to F so that we have a finite graph with a graph map (X F , f F ). And there is a positive integer
. We get f and f F shift equivalent just as before. Now it is not hard to check that f F and f OF are shift equivalent by graph maps. Hence the associated SFT covers of the next section will be conjugate for F and O F , and that is why we only concern ourselves with sets O which are unions of periodic orbits.
Elementary presentation. One interesting application of the graph algorithm is the elementary presentations of solenoids. In [15, §5] , Williams introduced an elementary presentation of a solenoid in which X is a wedge of circles and f leaves the unique branch point of X fixed. And he showed in [15, Theorem 5.2] that, for every generalized 1-dimensional solenoid (X, f ), there exists an integer m such that (X, f m ) has an elementary presentation. We can improve his theorem by getting sharp bounds on m.
Suppose that (X, f ) satisfies all six axioms, and that a is a fixed point of f m . For (X, f m ), let (X {a} , f m {a} ) be the new presentation defined by {a}. Then the new graph X {a} has only one vertex a which is a fixed point by f m {a} : X {a} → X {a} , and each edge in X {a} is homeomorphic to a circle. So (X {a} , f Let X be a wedge of two circles a and b with f : X → X defined by
Then (X, f ) is an elementary presentation of a branched solenoid and f does not satisfy the Flattening Axiom. The circle b contains a unique nonbranch fixed point q.
The directed path set P {q} has three loops
where b 1 is the arc from the branch point to q and b 2 is from q to the branch point. Let X {q} be a wedge of three circles α, β, γ based at q, and f {q} : X {q} → X {q} the map induced from f : X → X by α → αβ, β → αααγ, γ → αααβαγ.
Then (X {q} , f {q} ) satisfies the Flattening Axiom. So (X, f ) is not topologically conjugate to (X {q} , f {q} ).
Canonical SFT covers
In §4, we constructed a new presentation (X O , f O ) for the given presentation (X, f ) and the finite invariant set O of X. Associated to this new presentation, we have an
constructed by the standard algorithm described in section 2. We will show that this new SFT cover defined by a finite invariant set is canonical. As an application, we show that two solenoids are not conjugate by comparing BowenFranks groups of their SFT covers defined by periodic orbits of the same period.
Suppose that (X, f ) satisfies all six Axioms, that O is a finite subset of X such that f (O) = O, and that (X O , f O ) is the presentation defined by (X, f ) and
There is a well-defined quotient map
The canonical projection map to the zeroth coordinate π : X → X induces a bijection O ↔ O of finite invariant sets of X and X. We will call (Σ O , σ O ) the SFT cover of (X, f ) defined by O or by O.
Example 5.1. Let (X, f ) be as in Example 4.8, p the branch point of X which is a fixed point of f , and {q, r} a period 2 orbit. Then the 'natural' SFT cover of (X, f ) is the SFT (Σ {p} , σ {p} ) defined by the orbit {p}. From the wrapping rulef : a → aab, b → ab we see that (Σ {p} , σ {p} ) is represented by the following adjacency matrix.
The induced mapf {q,r} : P {q,r} → P * {q,r} is given by
So the SFT cover (Σ {q,r} , σ {q,r} ) of (X, f ) defined by {q, r} is given by the following matrix. 
That φ is a conjugacy implies that O ′ is a finite union of periodic orbits of g. 
Thereforeφ is the unique conjugacy lifting φ. Ustinov ([13] ) already showed that they are not shift equivalent to each other using ideas of combinatorial group theory. We will give an alternate argument using the canonical SFT covers. We will compare the Bowen-Franks groups of the SFT covers defined by period-2 orbits. Since conjugacy preserves flow equivalence classes, it suffices to show that there is no bijection between the SFT covers defined by period 2 orbits in (X, g 1 ) and (X, g 2 ), respectively, such that the bijection respects the Bowen-Franks groups.
The presentations (X, g 1 ) and (X, g 2 ) are given by the following diagrams. So A the point in a 1 to the point in a 2 , and p 3 the path from the point in a 2 to the branch point. Let α = p 2 , β = p 3 p 1 , and γ = p 3 bbp 1 . Then the substitution rulẽ g 1(a 1 ,a2) : E (a1,a2) → E * (a1,a2) is given by α → β, β → αγαβα, γ → αγαβαβαβα.
Use the Smith form to compute Bowen-Franks groups ([9, §7.4]) of SFT covers defined by period 2 orbits. Then it is not difficult to obtain that in (X, g 1 ), M (a 1 , a 3 ) and M (b 1 , B) have Z 2 ⊕ Z 4 , and M (a 1 , a 2 ), M (a 2 , a 3 ) and M (b 2 , B) have Z 8 as their Bowen-Franks groups. And in (X, g 2 ), N (a 1 , a 2 ), N (a 1 , a 3 ) and N (a 2 , a 3 ) have Z 2 ⊕ Z 4 , and N (b 1 , B), N (b 2 , B) have Z 8 . So the number of SFT covers which have the same Bowen-Franks groups are different, and g 1 is not conjugate to g 2 . Therefore (X, g 1 ) is not shift equivalent to (X, g 2 ).
Appendix A. One-sided SFT We will define a lag 1 shift equivalence of g {p} and g 1 by graph maps r, s under which the points labeled p correspond. The points labeled x, y in Y {p} and u, v in Y 1 form period two orbits of g {p} and g 1 , respectively. The map r will send the points x, y to the points u, v. But, we will see that the covering SFTs associated to {x, y} and {u, v} are not conjugate as one-sided shifts.
The points a, b in Y {p} is a period two orbit, and the point c is the unique point in the edge F such that g {p} (c) = b. Let e 1 be the path from p to a, e 2 the path from a to p, f 1 the path from p to b, f 2 the path from b to c, and f 3 the path from c to p. Define r : Y {p} → Y 1 and s : Y 1 → Y {p} bỹ r : e 1 → 1234357, e 2 → 8,
Thenr is given by e → 12343578 and f → 1678, and s •r : e → e 1 e 2 f 1 f 2 f 3 f 1 f 2 f 3 f 1 f 2 f 3 = ef f f, and f → e 1 e 2 f 1 f 2 f 3 = ef r •s : 1 → 1234357, 2, 4, 5, 6 → 8, 3 → 167, 7 → 1, and 8 → 678. Therefore we have s • r = g {p} and r • s = g 1 , and (Y {p} , g {p} ) is shift equivalent to (Y 1 , g 1 ) by r and s. Now P {x,y} = {α, β, γ} where α is the path from y through p to x, β is the circle F based at x, and γ is the path from x through p to y. And P {u,v} = {δ, ǫ, ζ, η} where δ is the path from u through the path 2 to v, ǫ is the circle 34 based at v, ζ is the path from v through the path 5 to u, and η is the circle 1678 based at u. The wrapping rulesg {x,y} : P {x,y} → P * {x,y} andg {u,v} : P {u,v} → P * {u,v} are given byg {x,y} : α → ββγ, β → αγ, γ → αγα, and g {u,v} : δ → ǫζ, ǫ → η, ζ → ηηδ, η → ǫζηδ.
Therefore the SFT covers associated to {x, y} and {u, v} are presented by the following matrices. Let (X, f ) be a presentation of a solenoid in our topological sense, that is, assume that it satisfies the Axioms 0-5 of Section 2. In this appendix, we will give X the differentiable structure of a branched 1-manifold, with respect to which f will be an immersion. This will show that our topological 1-solenoids are exactly the systems obtained from Williams' differentiable 1-solenoids by forgetting the differentiable structure.
The precise definition of an n-dimensional branched manifold ( [16] ) is necessarily somewhat complicated and subtle. In our one-dimensional situation, we will attach to (X, f ) a more simple and special structure, from which an interested reader can easily derive the full immersion of a branched manifold apparatus laid out in [16] . There is some overlap in our ideas and those used by Williams for his Realization Theorem [15, 7.6] .
We will cover the graph X with open sets V 1 , . . . , V k . Each V i will be an interval or a union of intervals intersecting at a vertex. There will be attached maps (charts) π i : V i → I i , where the I i are open intervals. When V i is an interval, π i will be a homeomorphism; in the other case V i will be a union of intervals the restriction of π i to each of which is a homeomorphism. Let V ij = V i ∩ V j . Whenever i = j and V ij is nonempty, the restriction of the map π i to V ij will be invertible and the 'change-of-coordinates' map
i x will be invertible and affine. Finally, for each pair i, j such that f (V i ) ∩ V j is nonempty, there will be an invertible affine map f i,j : I i → I j such that the restriction of f to
To define the open sets V i , fix N such that each point of X has a neighborhood whose image under f N is an interval such that the interior of every interval with
The sets V i will be of two sorts. First, the complement of f −N (V ) in X will be a disjoint union of open intervals, and each of these will be one of the sets V i . Second, at each point y in f −N (V ), we pick a connected open neighborhood U y such that the U y are disjoint; after some shrinking, these will be the remaining V i . The complement in U y of y will be the union of a collection J (y) of disjoint open intervals J y,t (if y is not a vertex, then there are just two); we pass to a shrunken set of V i for which the images of any pair J y,t , J y ′ ,t ′ are equal or disjoint. This completes the description of the V i .
To describe the charts, we will use the following result of Williams. Williams proved it for elementary presentations, but his proof works for the non-elementary case and it works with our topological axioms.
Lemma B.1 ([15, 6.2] ). There exist a unique measure µ on X 1 and a unique real number λ > 1 such that µ(X 1 ) = 1 and µ f 1 (I) = λI for every small interval contained in an edge.
First we use this measure µ to define the charts π i when V i is an interval: identifying V i with (0, 1), we define π i (x) = µ(0, x). Next, for each y in f −N (V ), define an equivalence relation on J (y) by declaring two intervals to be equivalent if their images under f N are equal. This divides each J (y) into two equivalence classes; making an arbitrary choice, designate one class as L(y) and the other as R(y). Now we can describe the chart π i for V i = U y . Identify each J y,t with the interval (0, 1), with 0 corresponding to v, and for x in J v,i define
Finally, define π i (y) = 0. This completes the definition of the charts π i . It is easy to verify that the change-of-coordinate maps π i,j are one-to-one and affine as claimed. It remains to see that f is locally the lift of affine maps as claimed. Suppose that the set V i,j = V i ∩ f −1 (V j ) is nonempty. If V i is not one of the U y , then by choice of N , f (V i ) ∩ V j is an interval, and by choice of N if V j = U y , then this interval is entirely contained in one of the intervals J(y, t); so the required affine map f i,j (with multiplicative constant λ or −λ) exists. Similarly the required f i,j exists if V i = U y and f (y) is not a vertex.
Next, assume V i = U y and f (y) is a vertex. For each J y,t , let J ′ t denote the unique member of J (f (y)) intersecting f (J y,t ). First suppose that y is not a vertex, so J (y) = {J y,1 , J y,2 }. By the Nonfolding Axiom, the restriction of f N +1 to V i is locally injective at y, and therefore J ′ 1 and J ′ 2 must be in different L/R classes. Therefore the required affine map f i,j exists, with multiplicative constant λ or −λ.
Finally, suppose V i = U y , y is a vertex and (therefore) f (y) is a vertex. We claim that for any J 1 in L(y) and J 2 in R(y), the intervals J ′ 1 and J ′ 2 cannot be in the same equivalence class L(f (y)) or R(f (y)). Given the claim, we can define the required map f i,j as x → λx (if the L, R equivalence class labeling is respected) or x → −λx (if the labeling is reversed). So it remains to prove the claim.
Suppose the claim is false -suppose there are J 1 ∈ L(y) and J 2 ∈ R(y) with J ) it follows that f N +1 is not locally injective at y on the interval which is the union of {y}, J 1 and J 2 . Because the image of under f N of an interval J y,t depends only on the class L(y) or R(y) to which it belongs, it follows that the restriction of f N +1 to any open interval containing y is not locally one-to-one. Now pick a positive integer k and a point w which is not a vertex such that f k (w) = y. Then f k+N +1 is not locally injective at w. This contradicts the Nonfolding Axiom, and concludes the proof. We record the result as the following Proposition. .
In contrast to the solenoid case, the following example shows that the set of Williams' branched solenoids is a proper subset of the topologically defined branched solenoids.
Example B.4. Let X be as in the previous example, and g : X → X is given by
Then (X, g) satisfies all Axioms except for the Flattening Axiom. So (X, g) is a presentation of a branched solenoid according to the topological definition.
At each branch point of X, there are three choices of differentiable structure, that is, three arcs are parallel to each other or two arcs are parallel and the other arc is 180 degrees to these two arcs. The second graph in Example B.3 and Figure  B .4 show three possible differentiable structures at the left branch point when the circle c is fixed. And similar differentiable structures can be given to the right branch point.
In each choice of differential structures at both branched points, it is not difficult to find a smooth interval which is mapped to a non-smooth interval homeomorphically by g : X → X. For example, if X is the second graph in Example B.3, then the interval I is mapped to the interval J by g homeomorphically. Hence (X, g) cannot be a presentation of a branched solenoid according to Williams' definition.
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